UN/AU Darfur Transition | Timeline of Events

**Timeline Events**

- **2007**
  - Doha Document for Peace in Darfur

- **2011**
  - Res/1769 UNAMID established

- **2014**
  - Res/2148 and 2173 revised strategic priorities and roadmap for transfer of tasks to UNCT

- **2015**
  - Res/2228 AU, UN and GoS developing an exit strategy

- **2017**
  - Special Report AU/UN Strategic Review 5/2018/303 Whole-of-system approach to 2 year transition - SLF concept

- **2018**
  - Joint technical committee meeting (later called S-S Committee) Khartoum
  - S-S Committee 2nd meeting Khartoum
  - Res/2429 Endorsing SLF concept
  - Res/2479 - Joint Transition Action Plan
  - Res/2479 - Endorsing the gradual expansion of the SLF into the Greater Jebel Marra

- **2019**
  - S-S Committee 3rd meeting Khartoum
  - S-S Committee 4th meeting Khartoum
  - S-S Committee 5th meeting Khartoum
  - Comnuciale of the 367th meeting of the AU Peace and Security Council on the situation in Darfur and UNAMID transition
  - Transitional Government signs USD 20 million programme with the United Nations Secretary-General’s Peacebuilding Fund

- **2020**
  - S-S Committee 6th meeting Khartoum
  - Res/2524 UNITAMS established – requesting UNITAMS and UNCT to establish a coordinated and joint peacebuilding support based on lessons from the SLF
  - Res/2525 UNITAMS mandate extended until 31.12.20

- **2021**
  - Communication of the 367th meeting of the AU Peace and Security Council on the situation in Darfur and UNAMID transition

- **2022**
  - UNITAMS planning team visits Sudan

- **2023**
  - Res/2526 UNITAMS established – expanding on the UNITAMS and UNCT to establish a coordinated and joint peacebuilding support based on lessons from the SLF

**Key Events**

- Anti-government demonstrations
- Kalma camp/ Gargara camp incident
- Appointment of new interim civilian governors
- Violent criminal and intercommunal clashes (Kadugli, Beida, Dimsu, Tullus, Karfa)
- Signature of peace agreement between the GoS and the SRF
- Nation-wide demonstrations demanding faster implementation of the key political benchmarks of the Constitutional Declaration
- Appointment of new interim civilian governors

**Technical Details**

- 50% of the total budget of SLF IV redirected to support implementation in Darfur of the National Preparedness and Response Plan to COVID-19
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